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Abstract
In an article on canon composition in England, Denis Collins noted similarities in
the canonic styles of William Byrd and Henry Purcell. This project is an attempt to
continue Collins’s research and identify similarities in the canonic writing of the sacred
canons composed by Purcell and the earlier generation of Byrd and Thomas Tallis. There
is evidence in Purcell’s canons that he drew inspiration from Byrd’s works.
Perhaps the most telling connection between the works of Byrd and Purcell is the
similarity between Byrd’s canonic setting of the Gloria Patri as the third section of the
motet O lux beata Trinitas, published in the 1575 Cantiones sacrae, and Purcell’s many
settings of the Gloria Patri, both in Latin and English. As the Lesser Doxology, the
Gloria Patri is an important part of Anglican services. Purcell was not obligated to
compose them as canons, however, and the large number of canonic settings of this text
is unusual. By relying on intervals of imitation and canonic types that were common in
English canonic history and closely copying the intervals used in the first phrase of
Byrd’s Gloria Patri, Purcell invoked English traditions. Living during the English
Restoration, Purcell used canon to identify himself specifically as an English composer.
Byrd had used the same compositional technique as a means of representing himself as a
Catholic under the Protestant political regime.

vii

Introduction
Composers, music theorists, and music historians have used the term “canon” in
many different ways throughout history, causing some confusion about its precise
definition in any given period. The word is derived from the Greek word κανών,
meaning “a rule, [or] standard.”1 In the same vein as this definition, the musical term
originally referred to written instructions regarding the manner in which a performer
should realize one or more musical lines from the corresponding notation. Often, these
instructions specified a manner of creating a second musical line from the given part at a
precise melodic interval and time interval. As the authors of the article “Canon” in the
Grove dictionary note, “strict (‘canonic’) imitation was so common and useful a
procedure that the word ‘canon’ eventually came to mean the polyphonic texture of two
or more voices created by the procedure, which is its primary meaning today.”2
William Byrd (ca. 1540-1623) and Henry Purcell (1659-1695), both English
composers, wrote strict canons. Although there are stylistic differences between the
canonic compositions of these two composers, in part because they were active in two
distinct style periods, there is evidence that Purcell drew inspiration from Byrd’s works
when composing canons. In his article “William Byrd’s Motets and Canonic Writing in
England,” Denis Collins alludes to this connection between the two composers’ canonic
works. After discussing the similarities between the canonic compositional styles of
Thomas Tallis, Ferrabosco the Elder, and Byrd, Collins notes that his article “may serve
as a basis upon which to explore further aspects of advanced contrapuntal writing among

1

Henry George Liddell and Robert Scott, An Intermediate Greek-English Lexicon: Founded Upon the
Seventh Edition of Liddel and Scott's Greek-English Lexicon, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987), 399.
2 Alfred Mann, et al., "Canon (i)," Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, (Oxford University Press.
Web. 18 Sept. 2012) <http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/04741>.
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later English composers.”3 He mentions Purcell’s short canonic sections of his various
Services and other occasional canonic settings along with those by William Child, John
Blow, and Henry Lawes as possibilities for further research, but does not elaborate on the
specifics of the similarities.
The influence of Byrd on Purcell is especially significant because the political
events in England in the years between Byrd’s death and Purcell’s birth, which include
the English Civil War (1642-1651) and Commonwealth (1653-1659), caused an almost
total cessation of music composition in the country. As we shall see, Purcell’s
employment of strict canonic technique, which was viewed as both learned and
somewhat antiquated during his lifetime, particularly reflected his country’s musical past
and restored historical techniques.
It is in this light that this study examines the connection between the canons of
Byrd and Purcell, focusing specifically on their settings of the Lesser Doxology. I offer
an analysis of their canonic compositions that makes it clear that Collins was correct.
Indeed, some of Purcell’s canonic melodies appear to have been constructed similarly to
canons by Byrd. Although these canons represent a relatively small portion of Purcell’s
oeuvre, when considered both on their own and in comparison to Byrd’s canons, they
provide a reflection of Purcell’s historical awareness, respect for English tradition, and
general English sentiment after the Restoration of the monarchy in 1660.

The Canon in English and Continental Counterpoint
A brief history of the canon is essential background for the exploration of the
similarities between the canons of Byrd and Purcell. Before the term “canon” was used
3

Denis Collins, “William Byrd’s Motets and Canonic Writing in England,” Context 33 (2008), 64-65.
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to define strict imitation, this compositional style began to flourish during the fourteenth
century in the French ars nova genre of the chace and its Italian counterpart, the caccia.4
These forms entered English composition as the “catch,” rota, and later, “round.” A rota
is a simple form, which attains tonal equilibrium through circular movement and creates
its own harmonic structure through imitation at the unison (or octave).5 The term
“round” replaced rota in English in the early sixteenth century.6 “Catch,” likely
linguistically connected to the terms chace and caccia, referred to a humorous round
written for male voices and was used from the late sixteenth century until around 1800.7
The Latin equivalent of caccia and “catch” is fuga, which became a term also used for
“canon.” Although fuga was first used by Jacobus of Liège in his Speculum Musicae of
around 1330, precise definitions of the term did not become clear until theorists such as
Johannes Tinctoris and Gioseffo Zarlino discussed it in their respective theoretical works
in the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.8
In his Terminorum musicae difinitorium, compiled circa 1475, Tinctoris wrote
that “fuga is the identity of the parts of a melody with regard to the value, name, shape,
and sometimes even place on the staff, of its notes and rests.”9 Fuga, according to
Tinctoris’s definition, refers to canons that are intervallically exact. Gioseffo Zarlino, in
his Le istitutioni harmoniche of 1558, clarifies the term fuga, along with the term
imitatione, both of which fall under our modern definition of “canon.” Zarlino agrees
4

Mann, “Canon.”
Ernest H. Sanders, "Rota," Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, (Oxford University Press. Web. 4
May. 2013) <http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/23921>.
6 David Johnson, “Round,” Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, (Oxford University Press. Web 4
May 2013) <http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/xubscriber/article/grove/music/23960>.
7 David Johnson, “Catch,” Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, (Oxford University Press. Web 4
May 2013) <http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/05164>.
8 H. K. Andrews, The Technique of Byrd’s Vocal Polyphony, (London: Oxford University Press, 1966),
239.
9 Mann, “Canon.”
5
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with Tinctoris regarding the definition of fuga as an intervallically exact canon. With
imitatione, on the other hand, theorists expect “only the interval numbers to remain in
place, but not necessarily their quality.”10 Peter Urquhart uses the terms “exact canon”
for Zarlino’s fuga and “diatonic canon” for imitatione, and these terms will also be used
in this paper.
Theorists’ attempts to codify canonic terms in their treatises correspond with
composers’ efforts to write increasingly complex canons. Manuscript sources dating
from the end of the fourteenth century preserve canons at the octave and fifth instead of
solely at the unison, so that it was still relatively easy to keep their canons intervallically
exact. However, when Johannes Ockeghem began to compose canons at the imperfect
intervals of seconds, thirds, sixths, and sevenths, it became necessary to compose canons
that employed diatonic equivalents rather than exact intervals in order to avoid
diminished and augmented fifths and fourths.11 Ockeghem used these intervals because
he tasked himself with writing a mass, the Missa prolationem, that included canons in
every mensural combination and at every diatonic interval, beginning with the unison and
progressing to the octave. These canons served as a connective compositional technique
between the sections of the mass. Diatonic canons became the most important canonic
technique between 1460 and 1600, with Franco-Flemish composers leading the way.
By Byrd’s lifetime, Franco-Flemish and other continental composers were
influencing English compositional styles to a greater extent than they had previously.

10 “Imitatione, which I will also call ‘diatonic canon,’ is therefore possible at any pitch interval,
whereas fuga only occurs at the unison, fourth, fifth, or octave.” Peter Urquhart, “The Persistence of
Exact Canon Throughout the Sixteenth Century,” in Canons and Canonic Techniques, 14th-16th
Centuries: Theory, Practice, and Reception History: Proceedings of the International Conference, Leuven,
4-6 October 2005, edited by Katelijne Schiltz and Bonnie J. Blackburn, 171-195, (Dudley, MA: Peeters,
2007), 171.
11 Mann, “Canon.”
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Alfonso Ferrabosco the Elder, an Italian composer who served Queen Elizabeth I as a
courtier from 1562 to 1578, had a particularly strong influence on Byrd. Musicologists
Joseph Kerman, David Wulstan, and Denis Collins all demonstrate different aspects of
Ferrabosco’s influence, with Kerman discussing Ferrabosco’s colleagues, sacred motets
used as models by Byrd, and small place in history from a broader historical perspective.
12

David Wulstan finds similarities between Ferrabosco and Byrd by studying their vocal

ranges, concluding that Byrd’s ranges are closer to Ferrabosco’s than they are to those of
other English composers.13 Finally, Collins states that Ferrabosco played a strong role in
the use of canon in Byrd’s mature works, while Tallis and other English composers
influenced his early development.14 Of all these aspects of Ferrabosco’s influence, the
most important is his use of canons, since canonic technique was more prevalent on the
Continent than it was in England. Although already a relatively archaic technique,
canons had a substantial history on the Continent, and Ferrabosco introduced Byrd to
aspects of canonic technique that he had not been exposed to in England. Thomas
Morley, in his Plaine and Easie Introduction to Practicall Musick, noted that Byrd and
Ferrabosco enjoyed friendly competition in canonic exercises.15
The practice of writing canons in England prior to Byrd’s era was not as
continuous as it was on the Continent. English composers tended to write imitative
canons rather than canonic puzzles and primarily used the technique in sacred contexts,
although it is possible that secular canons from earlier eras existed and are now lost.16
The earliest canons in England are examples of the medieval rota, of which very few
12

Kerman, “An Italian musician in England, 1562-78” and The Masses and Motets of William Byrd.
Wulstan, “Byrd, Tallis, and Ferrabosco” in English Choral Practice, 1400-1650.
14 Collins, “William Byrd’s Motets and Canonic Writing in England,” 45.
15 Urquhart, “The Persistence of Exact Canon,” 185-186.
16 Collins, “William Byrd’s Motets and Canonic Writing in England,” 49.
13
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have survived. By the fourteenth century, composers such as Pycard and Byttering had
begun to compose canons, as exemplified by the settings of the Gloria and Credo
attributed to them in the Old Hall manuscript. The canons in this source primarily
comprise two-part imitation at the unison with one or more ad placitum, or optional,
freely-composed parts.17 Two exceptions are a double canon composed by Pycard and a
three-part unattributed mensuration canon. Aside from these works and a few early
sixteenth-century masses, there does not appear to have been a rich tradition of complex
English canons. (Dunstaple’s canonic Gloria is an important exception.)18 Considering
the general lack of precedent in England, it is not surprising that Byrd eventually turned
to Ferrabosco and other Continental influences for inspiration in this area.
The few examples of English canonic writing before Byrd include some mass
sections and motets by John Taverner, Christopher Tye, and William Mundy, and there
are also brief sections of two-part canonic imitation, often with one or two non-canonic
parts, in the Magnificat settings by John Nesbett and William Horwood preserved in the
Eton Choirbook. The canons by Taverner are generally at the unison, with one or two
non-canonic parts, and are thus similar to the canons of the Eton Choirbook.19 In a
similar fashion, Tye and Mundy composed brief two-part canonic sections with noncanonic third parts. While their interval of imitation is often the octave, Tye and Mundy
also used intervals such as seconds and sevenths. However, canons at intervals other than
the unison are rare in music of this period, though an exception is Thomas Preston’s
hymn A solis ortus cardine, in which he employs a canon at the fourth above in the

17

Margaret Bent, “The Old Hall Manuscript,” Early Music, Vol. 2, No. 1 (Jan., 1974), 9.
Andrews, The Technique of Byrd’s Vocal Polyphony, 251.
19 Collins, “William Byrd’s Motets and Canonic Writing in England,” 51.
18

6

second verse.20 Mundy wrote one canon in invertible counterpoint, but in general,
English canonic writing before Byrd and his contemporary Thomas Tallis was relatively
simple, primarily using perfect consonant intervals both above and below, for two or
three parts and, very occasionally, a fourth.
Tallis was active during the same period as Tye and Mundy, and, like them,
preferred to compose canons at the unison or octave with accompanying free parts.21
Despite this similarity, Tallis’s canons, and especially his canonic motets, are longer and
on a grander scale than those of his contemporaries. With these slight differences in
compositional style, Tallis set the stage for Byrd’s canons. Byrd particularly preferred
canons at the fourth or fifth and, as Urquhart has put it, “appears to have been the first
English composer in the sixteenth century to explore consistently the use of canons at
these intervals.”22 Although Urquhart argues that Byrd’s canons are similar to the
Franco-Flemish exact canonic techniques of the previous generation, the fact that Byrd
tended to compose canons at perfect intervals reflects his English origin.23
Table 1 demonstrates the wide array of canonic techniques Byrd employed, but
also shows that he favored the intervals and techniques of his English predecessors. He
was particularly disposed to composing canons at the fourth and fifth, and he frequently
added freely-composed parts to the canonic voices. This addition of freely-composed
parts is in keeping with English tradition, although Byrd tended to add more voices than
previous composers.

20

Ibid., 52.
Ibid., 53.
22 Urquhart, “The Persistence of Exact Canon,” 181-182.
23 Ibid., 181.
21
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The Political and Religious Contexts of English Canons During Byrd’s Lifetime
Constant political upheaval in in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries brought
religious changes that drastically affected the musical styles and techniques composers
employed. Purcell’s compositions demonstrate particular antiquarian interests and an
engagement with this aspect of England’s political and religious history, an engagement
that is manifested in his compositions for the post
post-Restoration
Restoration Anglican liturgy. As we
shall see, Purcell’s canons reflect his knowledge of Elizabethan compositional techniques
and those of Byrd in particular. The composer’s use of these techniques also strongly
suggest an understanding of the cultural context not only of Byrd’s era, but of the English
Civil Wars and Commonwealth.
Byrd was born circa 1540 and Purcell died in 1695. During the 155 years that
span these composers’ lifetimes, England saw twelve different monarchs and/or Lord

8

Protectors (the appellation for rulers during the Commonwealth), each of whom ruled for
an average 12.9 years. Such frequent change in leadership was tumultuous for the
country, especially when one considers the drastic religious changes imposed by the
rulers involved. These political and religious changes affected England’s cultural climate
considerably.
Byrd was born with less than ten years left of the end of the thirty-eight-year reign
of King Henry VIII. With the establishment of the Anglican Church by the First Act of
Supremacy in 1534, Henry VIII brought the Reformation to England and transformed
English religious life. During the year in which Byrd was probably born, 1540, Henry
VIII augmented his own musical organization with a consort of southern European string
players that was partially funded by his dismantling of monasteries and convents
throughout England.24 The rule of Edward VI (r.1547-1553) brought with it the full
intensity of the Reformation in the form of the fully-organized Anglican Church. He
issued a new Prayer Book in 1549, invalidating all other service books.25 These changes
meant the renunciation of the Latin rite, a simplified form of syllabic Psalm chanting,
music composition in a primarily homophonic style, and the general simplification of
music for congregational singing.26
Relatively soon after enacting these Anglican reforms, Edward died and was
succeeded first for ten days by Lady Jane Grey (whose title was disputed because she was
the great-granddaughter of Henry VII) and then, more stably, by Mary I, a daughter of
Henry VIII. Mary I (r. 1553-1558) turned England’s religious identity around again,
24

Kerry McCarthy, Byrd, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2013), 4.
Ibid., 7.
26 John Caldwell, “England,” The Oxford Companion to Music, Ed. Alison Latham, Oxford Music Online,
(Oxford University Press, Web. 17 Sept. 2012),
<http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/opr/t114/e2264>.
25
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reinstating Catholicism, restoring the Latin rite and Papal Authority, and, in the realm of
music, the composition of complex polyphony. The Chapel Royal returned to its
previous Catholic status, and composers such as John Sheppard, William Mundy, and
Thomas Tallis returned to the compositional styles in which they were educated prior to
the English Reformation. As Kerry McCarthy describes it in her recent biography of
Byrd, “the new demands made on artists during [Mary’s] reign were at least as great as
those made during the most active years of the Reformation.”27 On account of Mary’s
marriage to King Philip of Spain, England attempted to reunite itself culturally with
Catholic Europe, mixing Counter-Reformation ideals with Renaissance humanism in its
acceptance of ideas from the continent.28
Yet again, just as England was rebuilding her Catholic infrastructure and the
physical opulence of her Catholic cathedrals, Mary I died and was succeeded by
Elizabeth I (r. 1558-1603). Elizabeth was one of the longest-ruling monarchs of England.
While she ruled during the majority of Byrd’s adult life, the reigns of Edward VI and
Mary I shaped his formative years as a choirboy and student. Scholars assume that Byrd
was a choirboy in the Chapel Royal from a young age, since he is said to have studied
with Tallis, an organist at the Chapel Royal at the time; there is, however, no hard
evidence of this, since the Chapel Royal records do not list choirboys.29 The three rapid,
successive religious changes during Byrd’s childhood and teenage years exposed him to
both Protestant and Catholic styles of worship and music. His compositional output
reflects these influences.

27

McCarthy, Byrd, 16.
Ibid., 16.
29 Joseph Kerman, “Byrd, William,” Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, (Oxford University Press,
Web. 12 July 2012), <http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/04487>.
28
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When Elizabeth acceded to the throne in 1558, she reestablished the Anglican
Church, publishing a slightly modified version of the Book of Common Prayer in the
following year.30 At this time, many of Byrd’s teachers and colleagues dispersed from
the Chapel Royal, with Byrd himself leaving a few years later to begin work as organist
and master of the choristers at Lincoln Cathedral in 1563. This cathedral, unlike most
similar English institutions, had survived the Reformation and Mary’s reversal without
serious destruction of its physical space and its traditions. Here, Byrd was able to
continue composing in both Latin and English, although he had to focus, at least
publically, on Anglican genres. Nine years later, Byrd returned to London and, on 22
February 1572, was sworn in as a Gentleman of the Chapel Royal, replacing Robert
Parsons. This, and the exclusive patent for music printing and distribution Elizabeth
granted Byrd and Tallis in January 1575, gave Byrd substantial status in London as a
composer. This status helped his music survive the subsequent political unrest and thus
be available to Purcell.
While Elizabeth was Anglican, she was more tolerant in her enforcement of
Anglicanism than Mary had been with Catholicism. Craig Monson has argued that
services said in Latin survived in the Chapel Royal not only because Elizabeth apparently
enjoyed the music, but for political reasons; she attempted to gain the respect of foreign
dignitaries by inviting them to high church services in the Chapel Royal as a
demonstration of her mild brand of Protestantism.31 As Norman Jones has noted,
Elizabeth was surprisingly tolerant of Catholics at the beginning of her reign, not actively

30

Caldwell, “England,” op. cit.
Craig Monson, “Elizabethan London,” In Collected Work: The Renaissance: From the 1470s to the end
of the 16th century, 304-310.
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persecuting them until political problems, particularly with Ireland, forced her to enforce
Anglicanism more strictly than she had originally.32
Byrd’s tenure in the Chapel Royal gave him access to the music of his
predecessors and contemporary music from the Continent. Elizabeth employed Alfonso
Ferrabosco the Elder an Italian composer, in the Chapel Royal from 1562 to 1577, so that
Byrd had a direct connection to contemporary Italian compositional techniques. As
previously mentioned, scholars have explored the mutual influence between Ferrabosco,
Byrd, and Tallis. These three men were the most accomplished composers of Elizabeth’s
court, and her appreciation of their music is probably what kept Elizabeth from
persecuting any of them for whatever Catholic leanings she may have perceived. Craig
Monson, Sean Burton, Kerry McCarthy, and Joseph Kerman have all studied Byrd’s
Catholicism and concluded that the composer’s faith was something of an open secret
that was expressed most fervently in his Latin-texted music, particularly that of his
Gradualia.
Byrd’s faith is almost certainly what prompted him to leave London in late 1594.
In the previous year, Elizabeth was forced to institute harsh new laws against recusancy,
which made it especially difficult to be Catholic in London. While Elizabeth’s fondness
for Byrd’s music seems to have ensured his safety, by moving to a farm in Stondon
Massey, Essex, the composer was able to meet easily with other Catholics. He continued
to compose at Stondon without concerning himself with the new musical styles prevalent
in London at the time.33 In 1603, twenty years before Byrd’s death, James I was crowned

32

Norman Jones, The Birth of the Elizabethan Age: England in the 1560s, (Oxford: Blackwell
Publishers, 1993), 66-86.
33Kerman, “Byrd, William.”
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King of England. He continued to enforce Elizabeth’s Anglican policies, while Byrd
lived out his days composing in the country.

Political and Religious Turmoil from Byrd’s Death through the Commonwealth
James I reigned from 1603 to 1625 and was succeeded by Charles I, who reigned
from 1625 to 1649, also as an Anglican. In spite of his Anglican policies, Charles I
married a Catholic, Henrietta Maria of France, unsuccessfully attempted to help the
Protestant forces during the Thirty Years’ War, and consulted controversial ecclesiastics
such as Richard Montagu and William Laud, both of whom were accused of being
Papists. Many of the other Protestant sects in England, such as the Puritans and
Calvinists, thought that Charles’s actions were Catholicizing the Anglican Church. The
unsuccessful Bishops’ Wars in 1639 and 1640, which pertained to the Scottish system of
church government, helped to precipitate Charles’s downfall. His reign quickly devolved
into two Civil Wars, which occurred from 1642 to 1645 and from 1648 to 1650, and
ended with his execution and the establishment of the Commonwealth under the Puritan
Oliver Cromwell.
Cromwell’s Protectorship was characterized by military tyranny and radical
Protestantism. Although he was generally tolerant of different Protestant sects and other
religions, his Puritanism affected his political choices and social policies. Oliver’s son
Richard succeeded him, reigning for two years beginning in 1658. The English army had
been loyal to Oliver, but when Richard became Lord Protector, the army essentially
abandoned him. His power, which had relied on military strength, evaporated. While
this period of English history is of course much more complicated than this summary

13

suggests, the general political and religious turbulence of the period is clear. The state
religion changed rapidly, as did the form of government, and the country seemed to be
constantly at war either with itself or with its neighbors.
The religious changes during this period drastically affected the Chapel Royal.
After Byrd’s death in 1623, the generation of musicians that succeeded him had a very
different musical education and little memory of pre-Reformation sacred music. Thomas
Morley had worked closely with Byrd, as is reflected in the former’s treatise, A Plaine
and Easie Introduction to Practicall Musicke, published in 1597.34 Morley dedicated this
book to his colleague, writing “to the most excellent musician Master William Byrd, One
of the Gentlemen of Her Majesty’s Chapel.”35 Byrd’s younger contemporaries continued
composing in England, but when the Civil Wars began, many took refuge in other
countries. During the Civil Wars and the Commonwealth, the Chapel Royal was
essentially non-existent. Oliver Cromwell held Puritan services, but in a different
building and employing a completely different style of music. His dogmatic Puritanism
forbade “popish” music of any kind, including (and perhaps especially) complex
polyphony and canons.
During this period, which saw an increase in domestic music production and
performance, many treatises and instruction books regarding the art of music composition
were published, and most refer to Morley’s Plaine and Easie Introduction.36 These
publications include William Bathe’s A Briefe Introduction to the Skill of Song (1596),
Elway Bevin’s Briefe and Short Instruction in the Art of Musicke (1631), and John
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Playford’s An Introduction to the Skill of Musick (1674). While these treatises discuss
methods of composing canons in order to build skill in counterpoint, because they were
designed for amateur musicians, they are purely didactic and thus do not hint at the
cultural associations or musical purposes of canons at the time.

The Restoration, and the Role of Religion and Music in the Reign of Charles II
The Restoration of the English monarchy occurred in 1660 when Parliament
invited Charles II to return to England and reclaim the throne. Purcell was born the year
before the Restoration and thus grew up during the relatively stable reign of Charles II (r.
1660-1685). When Charles II was crowned on 12 May 1660, the public celebrated.
While no one knew for certain whether or not the monarchy would withstand the test of
time, the king’s coronation was welcomed throughout the country as hope for the future
and relief from civil war and military dictatorship. According to contemporary accounts,
there were huge celebrations that lasted for days — complete with the ringing of church
bells, burning of bonfires, cannon fire, and musket volleys — both in London and
throughout the rest of the country.37 Charles II was interested in restoring the culture —
including music and liturgy — of the Elizabethan era, and he made this interest plain to
the public, whose celebrations showed in turn that they were equally desirous of such a
restoration.38 Purcell’s interest in Elizabethan era compositional techniques demonstrates
his participation in these antiquarian interests.
With the Restoration came the reopening of Anglican church courts, the return of
sequestered estates, court censorship, the House of Lords, bishops, tithing, the licensing
37
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of clergymen, the loss of some freedoms women had gained in the interim, and efforts to
establish religious uniformity.39 Although many people were pleased with these
restorations, political unrest threatened just below the surface of society, forcing Charles
II to engage in some political propaganda. He reinstituted royal pageantry, declaring his
birthday an annual holiday as of 1661, reviving the court masque, and sponsoring the
Lord Mayor’s Day Shows. During the Commonwealth, English literature had become
politicized, and this practice continued after the Restoration. While some authors used
satire and irony to subvert the king’s position, many used literature to support the king’s
political movement. For example, in his book, The Accomplisht Cook, Or The Art and
Mystery of Cookery, published in 1660, Robert May declared that the tumult of the
previous two decades “could be forgotten now that the king’s return promised a return to
the good old days.”40 May speaks of banquets and staging of meals that “were formerly
the delight of the Nobility, before good House-keeping had left England, and the Sword
really acted that which was onley counterfeited in such honest and laudable Exercises as
these.”41 By reinventing the opulent aristocratic life, May attempted to return to times
just before the Civil Wars. This yearning for return to the era of Byrd’s life was
prevalent in English society just after Charles’s Restoration. The Elizabethan era was
held to be the last stable era, the court, population, and composers turned to its culture for
guidance.
With these general antiquarian interests in mind, the redevelopment of the
Anglican Church during the period after the Restoration is the most important aspect of

39 Gerald M. MacLean, Culture and Society in the Stuart Restoration: Literature, Drama, History,
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the historical context for the purposes of this paper, since it coincides directly with
Purcell’s lifetime. While the English gentry was eager to join the militia to protect the
king’s throne, the clergy was not quite as eager to participate in the initial celebrations of
the Restoration. Although there were many celebrations and services in the early days of
the reign of Charles II, neither Parliament nor the king made any kind of declaration
regarding the nature of these services. They probably included improvised prayers, a
sermon, and perhaps a Psalm recitation, but the Book of Common Prayer was used
almost exclusively by conservatives at this point.42
Various denominations and sects campaigned for the establishment of the type of
church hierarchy they favored. It is not necessary to reconstruct the complex political
details here, but it is important to reiterate Charles’s particular affinity for the Catholic
Church. Catholics supported him during the Civil Wars, and he lived with Catholics and
Catholic governments on a daily basis during his exile in France, the United Provinces,
and the Spanish Netherlands. However, he also continued to attend Anglican chapel
services, foiled an attempt to convert his younger brother to Catholicism, and refused to
forsake the Book of Common Prayer in his private devotions.43 Charles thus respected
Catholicism and even was suspected of becoming a Catholic in the late 1650s, but he
supported the Anglican Church for political reasons.
Early in his reign, Charles seemed to favor Catholics, although he often dealt
differently with various religious factions. In the early 1660s, Parliament passed the
Clarendon Code, a series of Acts that essentially reinstated the Anglican Church and,
together with the Test Act, made it difficult to practice other religions in England.
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Despite this, in 1670 Charles made a secret treaty with King Louis XIV of France that
required England to assist France in its war against the Dutch Republic. In return, France
would assist Charles in England’s rejoining the Roman Catholic Church. This apparent
wish to dissolve the Anglican Church was vehemently opposed by Parliament, which
forced Charles to withdraw the treaty. The Anglican Church remained the official
Church of England, even when Charles dissolved parliament in 1681. On his deathbed in
1685, Charles officially converted to Catholicism, demonstrating his love for the
denomination despite his official political position. Such appreciation for the Catholic
Church on the part of the king would have made it desirable for Purcell to compose in old
“Catholic” styles without being branded as too “popish.”
The reestablishment of the Anglican Church and the reopening of the Chapel
Royal brought about a new approach to musical style. While England had been
embroiled in Civil War, on the Continent the essentially tonal, basso-continuo oriented
stile moderno gradually became the principal style of musical composition. Canons
became associated with the stile antico, a term coined to refer to the sixteenth-century,
modal style of counterpoint. In the beginning of the seventeenth century, the word
“canon” no longer referred to verbal directions, but to “the melodic line itself, for it
served in all solutions as the rule or guide.”44 In general, the stile antico and canonic
techniques were associated with sacred music, since the Catholic Church continued to
favor that compositional style. While simple English catches became popular again in
the late seventeenth century, composers tended to associate canons with the church and
compositional pedagogy. In England, Continental stile antico style was often considered
too “popish.” For this reason, whenever English composers employed pre-Reformation
44
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compositional techniques such as canons, they looked to the work of Elizabethan
composers for guidance. Because Elizabethan composers were English and wrote during
the last strong Anglican period of English history, they were deemed acceptable for
emulation.

Purcell’s Antiquarian Education and Interests
The didactic treatises and instruction books mentioned above were the only
resources available to Purcell as a student of composition in the early 1670s. Born just
one year before the Restoration, he grew up as the son of a London musician just as the
Chapel Royal was reestablished. He became a chorister in the Chapel Royal at an early
age, certainly by the age of ten. As the diary of Samuel Pepys, a seventeenth-century
businessman, describes the revived Chapel Royal, “here I heard very good music, the first
time that ever I remember to have heard the organs and singing-men in surplices in my
life.”45 Since the Anglican liturgy had been banned for the previous fifteen years, the
Chapel Royal looked to pre-Civil War era repertoire for guidance. Its musicians tended
to favor the full anthems and services of composers such as Tallis, Byrd, and Gibbons —
which were on hand in the library of the Chapel Royal — giving the young choirboys
constant contact with these composers’ compositional styles.46
There is some evidence that Purcell was a chorister in the ceremonies for the
Order of the Garter in 1667 on the anniversary of the coronation of Charles II.47 This and
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other similar events would have introduced him to the pomp and ceremony of court life.
News of and reactions to the plague of 1665, the War against the Dutch, the secret Treaty
of Dover, and other political events also gave the young Purcell insight into postRestoration English politics. At the court itself, Charles II, who had spent much of his
exile in France, remained interested in French culture, and the court’s music was thus
heavily influenced by the French style. This style was of course also associated with the
Catholic Church, since France was staunchly Catholic. While this Francophilia peaked in
1667, Charles continued to support the composition of Catholic musical style as
manifested in Elizabethan sacred music.48
When his voice changed in 1673, Purcell was appointed assistant to John
Hingston, the keeper of the king’s musical instruments, and began tuning the organ of
Westminster Abbey in 1675. When Matthew Locke died in 1677, Purcell replaced him
as one of the composers of music for court entertainments. These duties were extended
to church music in 1679, when he became the organist of Westminster Abbey. By that
year, his verse anthems were sung regularly there and in the Chapel Royal.49 During
these years, French influence decreased; Charles II could no longer afford French
musicians, and the Italian style began to influence the court and Chapel Royal. In 1675,
Nicholas Staggins, an Englishman with a deep love of Italian music, became the master
of the King’s Music.50 The influence of Italian music on Purcell became very strong,
much in the way it had for Byrd in the Elizabethan era.
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Initially, Purcell studied with Pelham Humfrey and was coached in composition
and counterpoint in both French and Italian styles, which Humfrey had learned on the
Continent.51 When the latter died in 1675, Purcell studied with John Blow, who taught
him thorough-bass and other rules of composition.52 Another influential figure was
Christopher Gibbons, whose presence at court and at Westminster Abbey established the
last direct link to early Caroline and Jacobean music, since he lived during that era.
Circumstantial evidence suggests that Gibbons knew Purcell’s family well, but a clearer
connection may be seen between his music and that of Matthew Locke, a colleague of
Gibbons at court. According to Franklin B. Zimmerman, “Locke’s most important
legacy to Purcell, however, may have been a conception of the strength and nobility of
the English musical tradition — from which Purcell had already imbibed much (from his
work with Humfrey and his duties as choirboy, copyist, organ novice, and so forth).”53
The fact that Purcell was steeped in the English musical tradition is exceptionally
important to our understanding of Purcell’s compositional style.
The influence of the stile antico on Purcell becomes apparent not only through his
teachers and mentors, but also through the works he chose to copy. Composers copied
the music of their predecessors and colleagues in order to learn from them in addition to
preserving the music. Not only did Purcell copy music by his English predecessors, but
he also emulated characteristics of their compositional style in his own works,
particularly in the years just before and after 1680.54 The manuscript Fitzwilliam MS 88
contains orchestral anthems in the front and verse anthems with continuo in the back and
51
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has hardly been altered since it was in Purcell’s possession. Robert Shay suggests that
Purcell received the manuscript from its previous owners in 1682 and then copied sixteen
pieces into the manuscript before adding some of his own compositions.55 The works he
copied include anthems by Byrd, Tallis, Mundy, and Orlando Gibbons. The corrections
he made to text underlay in these anthems suggest that his copying source was probably
John Barnard’s First Book of Selected Church Musick. Barnard’s book was first
published in 1641 and then seemed to disappear until copies began to circulate again in
the 1660s.56 While this book was probably not Purcell’s only source — he had access to
the Chapel Royal’s library — it provides definitive evidence of his connection to
Elizabethan-era composers in general and Byrd in particular.
Perhaps the best evidence of these connections, however, is in Purcell’s
compositions themselves. Many musicologists have discussed the complex contrapuntal
tendencies of his works in various genres. Dag Schjelderup-Ebbe, in his book Purcell’s
Cadences, concludes that Purcell had a contrapuntal harmonic approach and often
approached cadences from a modal standpoint, thereby creating cross-relations. These
compositional techniques are more similar to Byrd’s style than they are to the style of
Purcell’s contemporaries.
The contributions Purcell made to the In Nomine instrumental genre also reflect
his historical interests. The term In Nomine may be traced to a portion of John
Taverner’s six-part Mass Gloria tibi Trinitas, which is based on a cantus firmus that is
the antiphon sung at first Vespers on Trinity Sunday in the Sarum rite. For reasons that
are not fully understood, the cantus firmus was extracted from that portion of the
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Benedictus that sets the text “In nomine Domini” and employed as the compositional
basis for instrumental music throughout the sixteenth century. Purcell’s In Nomine
settings are in an archaic style that reflects those of Elizabethan composers in that he uses
material from the cantus firmus in the contrapuntal voices.57 Unlike sacred vocal music,
instrumental music did not entirely cease during the Civil Wars and Commonwealth,
though it suffered greatly, was not sold, and was cultivated only as a result of private
patronage.58 For this reason, Purcell looked back to Byrd and other Elizabethan
composers for inspiration.
Throughout the last five years of the reign of Charles II, Purcell composed
primarily for the court. He continued in this vein and as an organist of the Anglican
Chapel Royal, but the Chapel’s status was fading.59 During this time, James II succeeded
Charles II and ruled from 1685 to 1688. James was a Catholic, and although he did not
succeed in convincing Parliament to change the national religion, he did fight for
religious liberty for Catholics and supported Catholic social and cultural policies. To
oppose him, the English nobility supported William III and Mary II (James’s oldest
daughter), and, in the Glorious Revolution of 1688, overthrew James. William and Mary
ensured that England remained Anglican. Towards the end of his life, Purcell concerned
himself with composing for the theater and avoided religion and politics. In this
connection, Zimmerman addresses the notion that Purcell may have been Catholic, which
is suggested both by his association with prominent Catholics and by the fact that he was
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forced, rather unusually, to take a test in 1683 to demonstrate his allegiance to the
Anglican Church. However, Zimmerman ultimately concludes that this idea is probably
incorrect, and that the absence of the composer’s name from the Chapel Royal roster
during the reign of James II occurred because the former was such a staunch Anglican,
while the latter was Catholic. Zimmerman concludes that Purcell’s denominational
leanings cannot be known for certain. The fact that such questions remain is further
complicated, in part, by Purcell’s affinity for the Catholic-associated stile antico in
general and canons in particular.

Similarities in the Canons of Tallis, Byrd, and Purcell
Scholars have employed a wide variety of analytic approaches and techniques to
the canonic repertoire of the Renaissance and seventeenth century. Among the
approaches have been explorations of exact versus diatonic canon, the use of mensural
approaches to canonic writing, and similar canonic techniques that may be striking to
those only familiar with strict tonal canons.60 In addition, a number of scholars have
explored the degree to which allusion, borrowing, and similar references to other works
and composers are less than exact.61 In the following analyses, I explore one or more of
the following compositional devices: the melodic interval of imitation in a given canon,
the use of freely composed voices within an otherwise canonic texture, and intervallic
patterns shared by the openings of canons by Tallis, Byrd, and Purcell. Absent from this
60
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discussion is a comparison of the rhythms employed by these composers, because the
similarities between Purcell’s and Byrd’s Lesser Doxology settings merely reflect an
intervallic paraphrase of Byrd’s melody by Purcell.62
As previously stated, Byrd favored the canonic intervals and techniques of his
English predecessors, but also employed the intervals of the fourth and fifth. Purcell also
favored these techniques, as can be seen by comparing their works in Tables 1 and 2 (p. 8
and p. 29, respectively). In addition to these broad similarities and Purcell’s general
tendency to compose in a complex, contrapuntal manner with occasional cross-relations
(an archaic technique), some of his canons bare more than a passing similarity to those of
Byrd and Tallis. One such similarity is that of canonic settings of Miserere texts by
Tallis, Byrd, and Purcell. Similarities here are particularly strong between the Tallis and
Purcell settings.
Despite the continental influence on his canonic output, Byrd’s four-in-two (i.e.,
double canon) canonic motet Miserere mihi Domine shows a connection with Tallis’s
setting of a similar text, Miserere nostri Domine; especially significant as well is the fact
that Purcell composed a brief setting of another similar text, Miserere mei. All three
composers used two canons simultaneously. Byrd’s motet is based on Miserere mihi
Domine, an antiphon sung at Compline.63 His setting is a structural counterpart to that of
Tallis, but does not refer to the melody of Tallis’s setting and is less technically complex.
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Like Tallis, Byrd employs a double canon and two freely-composed voices. Both of
Byrd’s canons in the double setting are two-in-one.64
Tallis employs a two-in-one canon at the unison between the top two voices
(superius and superius secundus) along with a four-in-one canon by augmentation and
inversion at the unison in four of the low voices in his setting (discantus, contratenor,
bassus, bassus secundus). Both of the bassus parts are inversions of the discantus
melody. In addition the contratenor is an augmented version of the discantus, while the
bassus is an augmented version of bassus secundus. The freely-composed tenor
accompanies these two simultaneous canons (see Example 1). Although Tallis expands
the usual number of voices employed in English canonic repertoire, the fact that he
composed at the unison or octave and added a freely-composed voice is very much in
keeping with English tradition.
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Example 1: Tallis, Miserere nostri Domine, mm. 1-6
The * indicates the voices involved in the two-in-on canon, the + indicates the voices involved in the
canon by augmentation, and the ^ indicates the voices involved in the canon by augmentation and
inversion. (Thomas Tallis, Miserere nostri, ed. Gerd Eichler, (Choral Public Domain Library, 2013),
<http://www2.cpdl.org/wiki/images/d/d6/Tallis_Miserere.pdf>.)
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Purcell’s setting of the Miserere text is much simpler than the settings by Tallis
and Byrd, though this is not surprising considering the fact that by Purcell’s lifetime, the
musical culture in England did not involve canons or most other forms of complex
texture. As we have seen, such learned styles were often associated with the Catholic
Church and thus far removed from the Puritan musical taste that had become prevalent
between the two composer’s lifetimes. Like both Byrd and Tallis, Purcell composed a
double canon, but he did not add any free contrapuntal voices or use a chant melody. The
soprano and tenor are in canon at the octave, as are the alto and bass. Purcell’s setting at
the octave is therefore more similar to Tallis’s setting at the unison than to Byrd’s setting
at the fourth. Like the canon between the upper two voices of Tallis setting, the two
canons in Purcell’s setting leave two measures between the entrances of the dux and
comes (see Example 2).
As these settings demonstrate, the compositional style of Purcell’s canon at the
octave, though simpler than that of Tallis and Byrd, nevertheless reflects the later
composer’s knowledge of the methods of his earlier English counterparts. Indeed, the
four-in-two aspect of the brief canon demonstrates an affinity for the structural
techniques of Tallis and Byrd in particular. Purcell’s attraction to English compositional
traditions was in keeping with the historical interests and general political climate of the
period during the post-Restoration reign of Charles II.
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Example 2: Purcell, Miserere mei
The * indicates the voices involved in the first canon, while the + indicates those involved in the second
canon. (Henry Purcell, The works of Henry Purcell Part VII, Sacred music / Henry Purcell. Anthems and
miscellaneous church music / ed. under the supervision of the Purcell Society by Anthony Lewis and Nigel
Fortune, Works of Henry Purcell, Volume 32, (London: Novello, 1962), 171.)
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Gloria Patri as Canon
With Purcell’s affinity for Elizabethan and Jacobean music in mind, specific
similarities between the music of Purcell and that of earlier composers seem less than
coincidental. All of Purcell’s canons are exact and are at the unison, fourth, fifth, or
octave, and are thus in keeping with Byrd’s predilections. However, a more telling
connection between the works of Byrd and Purcell is the similarity between Byrd’s
canonic setting of the Lesser Doxology (the Gloria Patri) as the third section of the motet
O lux beata Trinitas, published in the 1575 Cantiones Sacrae, and Purcell’s many
settings of the Lesser Doxology, both in Latin and English. Of the twenty-two canons
definitively composed by Purcell, eleven are settings of this text, of which three are in
Latin and eight are in English (see Table 2). This doxology is a short yet important part
of every Catholic and Anglican service; the number of surviving settings thus accords
with the liturgy in which Purcell participated. He was not obligated to compose them as
canons, however, and the degree to which he did so is striking.
As we have seen, Purcell was deeply interested in counterpoint, and the scores
that he copied make his interest in Byrd’s music clear. He almost certainly had access to
Cantiones Sacrae, which Tallis and Byrd published jointly in 1575, providing another
link with Byrd’s music. Although this connection is not quite as definitive as his
connection with Barnard’s compilation of anthems, it is important because the 1575
Cantiones Sacrae contained Byrd’s O lux beata Trinitas. This publication continued to
be for sale through the end of Michaelmas Term in 1695 as “Tally’s and Bird’s Latin, 5
and 6 parts” in London bookseller Robert Clavel’s The General Catalogue of Books
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printed in England since the Dreadful Fire of London, 1666.65 Thus, it would be very
surprising if Purcell did not at least see the canons Byrd published in the 1575 Cantiones.
In the context of Purcell’s time, the universality of the Gloria Patri, or Lesser
Doxology seems to have been an especially attractive vehicle for the expression of his
historicism. It was and still is recited in both Catholic and Protestant liturgies, in effect
becoming a statement of universal law within Christianity. The Gloria Patri is a
liturgical formula that celebrates and praises the Trinitarian aspect of the Christian God.
“Doxology” derives from the Greek words δόξα (dóxa) and λόγος (logos). In this
context, dóxa refers to “glory, splendor, effulgence,”66 while logos, the second half of
“doxology,” functions here as “the word or that by which the inward thought is
expressed.”67 Together, dóxa and logos in the word “doxology” mean “word of glory,”
or perhaps more succinctly, “praise,” or “worship.” The Gloria Patri text was derived
from various Biblical passages and also incorporated aspects of Patristic prayers.
According to the writings of St. Basil, the Latin text was almost universally accepted by
the late fourth century CE.68 It is presented here alongside the standard English
translation in the Anglican Book of Common Prayer:

65 Richard Turbet, e-mail message to author, 18 September 2012. The entry is on p. 113 of the fourth
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Gloria Patri, et Filio, et Spiritui
Sancto. Sicut erat in principio, et
nunc, et semper, et in saecula
saeculorum. Amen.

Glory be to the Father, and to the
Son, and to the Holy Ghost, As it
was in the beginning, is now, and
ever shall be, world without end.
Amen.

These texts are used by all Christian denominations in English-speaking countries
throughout the world; the Second Vatican Council altered the Latin text slightly for the
Roman Catholic Church.69
While these texts were standardized by the time Byrd composed, the text he set as
a canon is slightly different because it is the final stanza of a hymn with a standard
versification involving eight-syllable lines:
Deo Patri sit gloria,
Eiusque soli Filio,
Cum Spiritu paracleto,
Et nunc et in perpetuum.
Amen.

Glory be to God the Father,
And to his only Son,
With the Holy Ghost,
Now and forever.
Amen.70

Byrd knew this hymn, O lux beata Trinitas, which dates to the fourth century CE and is
attributed to St. Ambrose, as a Gregorian hymn that he would have sung as a choirboy
every year on Trinity Sunday. Hymns of this kind nearly always end with a rhymed or
versified final strophe that is a reworking of the Lesser Doxology.
The Gloria Patri text applies to both Catholic and Protestant denominations and
therefore was used consistently in England regardless of the religious affiliation of the
monarch at any given time. Theologians may debate the precise ramifications of the
Trinity and the specific position each member holds, but for Catholic, Anglican, and
other Christian Churches, the Trinity remains a fundamental and universal tenet of church
doctrine. In addition to its use in hymns, the first part of the Gloria Patri text was used
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as a verse in every great responsory in the Catholic liturgy. It also concluded Psalms,
canticles, and prayers in the Roman Catholic Church and liturgical prayers in the Eastern
Orthodox Church. When incorporated into the Anglican liturgy, the Gloria Patri was
used in the Morning Prayer and Evening Prayer services (which replaced Lauds and
Vespers, respectively) at the conclusion of the proper Psalms, and it also concluded many
sections of the Anglican Service (which replaced the mass).71
As a declaration of praise for the triune God, the Lesser Doxology is the highest
possible statement of worship, a climactic liturgical moment, and a powerful prayer.72
This was the understanding of the Gloria Patri during Purcell’s lifetime, as can be seen in
a sermon by a contemporary of Purcell, Thomas Bisse, who was a preacher at the Rolls
Chapel in London and published multiple sermons during his lifetime. In one of these,
The Beauty of Holiness in the Common Prayer, published in 1716 and again in 1717, he
describes the Gloria Patri:
I call it most excellent, because it is a creed contained in an
hymn. As a creed, it declares the blessed Trinity, Father,
Son, and Holy Ghost, to be the object of our faith; whilst as
an hymn, it makes the same the subject of our praises.73
Bisse goes on to discuss the manner in which the present text came to be standardized
and vehemently supports this standardization. At the conclusion of this portion of his
sermon, he writes that the numerous statements of the Lesser Doxology in services
demonstrate “that it sets a firm guard to the Doctrine of the ever-blessed Trinity, and
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Everett Titcomb, Anglican Ways: A Manual on Liturgical Music for Episcopal Choirmasters, (New
York: H.W. Gray Co., 1954), 14, 16.
72 Ayo, Gloria Patri, 3.
73 Thomas Bisse, The Beauty of Holiness in the Common-Prayer As Set Forth in Four Sermons Preach’d
at the Rolls Chapel. By Tho. Bisse, (London: Printed by W.B. [William Bowyer] for Henry Clements,
1717), 40.
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fences it in on every side.”74 The Lesser Doxology, throughout Church history,
represents a fundamental doctrine, or Church law.
We have seen that the term “canon” is etymologically derived from the concept of
law, and the association of the compositional technique with strict rule is thus clear. The
term is appropriate in many ways for both Byrd’s and Purcell’s settings of the Lesser
Doxology. The association of canons with the stile antico, and therefore with the preReformation Church, makes canon a particularly suitable form for setting texts regarding
fundamental Church doctrine.75 As a relatively neutral text used in both Catholic and
Protestant churches, such a setting would not have been considered too popish during
Purcell’s lifetime. In addition, both the musical and theological association of canon with
law makes the technique a perfect choice for the Gloria Patri text. By setting the Gloria
Patri as a canon, Byrd and Purcell call upon this association, reminding their listeners
that the words they are hearing are fundamental tenets of their Christian faith.

Similarities in the Lesser Doxology Canons of Byrd and Purcell
Byrd’s canonic Gloria Patri is, as noted above, the third portion of a long motet.
The voices declaim the text syllabically, with the superius, contratenor, and tenor lines
comprising the canon, while the superius secundus, discantus, and bassus lines are
freely-composed counterpoint. These free parts enter in imitation before the canon
begins. The contratenor begins the canon in m. 59, followed by the tenor in m. 60 at a
74

Ibid., 158.
This discussion would be incomplete without a brief reference to the now famous exchange
between Byrd and Philippe de Monte, Kapellmeister to the Holy Roman Emperor. De Monte sent
Byrd an eight-part motet setting the first few verses of Psalm 137 (Super flumina Babylonis), to which
Byrd responded with an eight-part motet setting subsequent verses (Quomodo Cantabimus). In this
exchange, de Monte was acknowledging Byrd as a skilled Catholic composer and inviting him to be
free to practice his Catholicism on the Continent. Byrd’s response shows a defiant faith, and the
composition incorporates a three-part canon by inversion, emphasizing his ardent Catholicism.
75
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fifth below, and the superius halfway through m. 62 at a fourth above the contratenor and
an octave above the tenor. The first phrase of Byrd’s canon ascends through a perfect
fourth from the beginning through the first syllable of Patri, where it briefly falls a step
and skips up a third on the word sit (a perfect fifth from the first note); it then descends
stepwise to the first note of the canon for the end of the second statement of the word
Gloria (see Example 3 and Appendix 1 – Example 15). This phrase shape appears
consistently in Purcell’s Gloria Patri settings, all of which are exact canons (i.e.,
intervallically consistent throughout).
The following examples (3-14) juxtapose the first few measures of the canonic
melody of Byrd’s setting with the first few measures of Purcell’s settings in which he
uses the same phrase shape. These passages will be explained in more detail and
reprinted in the following pages, but placing them here in proximity to the Byrd example
makes the similarities particularly clear. Longer examples with all of the voices may be
found in Appendix 1.
Byrd Example:
Example 3: Byrd, O lux beata Trinitas, contratenor, mm. 59-64
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Purcell Examples:
Example 4: Purcell, Gloria Patri, alto, mm. 1-3

Example 5: Purcell, Gloria Patri, soprano I, mm. 1-3

Example 6: Purcell, Gloria Patri, soprano II, mm. 1-4

Example 7: Purcell, “Glory be to the Father,” soprano, mm. 1-3

Example 8: Purcell, “Glory be to the Father,” Benedictus, B-flat major Morning Service, soprano, mm. 1-9
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Example 9: Purcell, “Glory be to the Father,” Benedicite omnia opera, B-flat major Morning Service,
soprano, mm. 1-11

Example 10: Purcell, “Glory be to the Father, “ Magnificat, B-flat major Evening Service, soprano, mm. 4-9

Example 11: Purcell, “Glory be to the Father,” Nunc Dimittis, B-flat major Evening Service, alto, mm. 1-6

Example 12: Purcell, “Glory be to the Father,” Nunc Dimittis, B-flat major Evening Service, soprano,
mm. 1-7

Example 13: Purcell, “Glory be to the Father,” Cantate Domino, B-flat major Evening Service, soprano,
mm. 1-5
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Example 14: Purcell, “Glory be to the Father,” Deus Misereatur, B-flat major Evening Service, soprano,
mm. 2-4

Four of Purcell’s settings do not appear to be part of any surviving service setting
and hence seem to be stand-alone works. The first of these is a syllabic three-in-one
canon in Latin (see Example 4 and Appendix 1 – Example 16). The alto is the dux,
followed a measure later by the bass a fifth below, and a measure after that by the
soprano a fourth above the alto and octave above the bass. Unlike Byrd’s canon, this
canonic work does not have any free vocal parts. The opening phrase, however, may
reflect the influence of Byrd’s setting; the opening contains the same intervals by
descending instead of ascending in an imprecise quasi-inversion of Byrd’s opening
phrase. Purcell’s line descends melodically through a perfect fourth from “glo-” to “-tri,”
continues to the fifth on “-li-” of filio, and then ascends to the original pitch, altering the
direction of the leaps in each case.
Example 4: Purcell, Gloria Patri, alto, mm. 1-3

Purcell’s second isolated, Latin-texted Gloria Patri is a canon four-in-one per
arsin et thesin (see Examples 5, 6, and Appendix 1 – Example 17). (Per arsin et thesin
refers to a canon in which the comes answers the dux by inverting its theme.) The first
soprano is the dux, followed by the second soprano half a measure later at an octave
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below in inversion, then the tenor at the same time interval in canon at the octave with the
first soprano, and finally the bass at the same time interval in canon at the octave with the
second soprano. While the structure of this canon does not correspond to Byrd’s setting,
the first phrase employs the same overarching intervals. The soprano 1 and tenor lines
articulate a descending perfect fourth from “glo-” to “-tri,” which steps down to the fifth
for “fili-” and then leaps down to the octave for the “-o” of filio, effectively returning to
the first pitch of the phrase. The soprano 2 and bass lines contain more similarities to
Byrd’s: as inversions of the original theme, they ascend, rather than descend, through
those intervals.
Example 5: Purcell, Gloria Patri, soprano I, mm. 1-3

Example 6: Purcell, Gloria Patri, soprano II, mm. 1-4

Purcell’s third isolated setting is a four-in-one canon at the fifth and octave in
English, with the vocal lines entering half a measure apart from each other in descending
order (see Example 7 and Appendix 1 – Example 18). The first phrase of this setting also
descends a perfect fourth from “glo-” to “Father,” and continues through to outline a
perfect fifth from the beginning to the word “Son.” While this setting does not return to
the original pitch or its octave, it still outlines the perfect fourth and fifth that were so
prominent in Byrd’s setting.
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Example 7: Purcell, “Glory be to the Father,” soprano, mm. 1-3

These first three isolated settings of the Lesser Doxology reflect Byrd’s phrase
shape and are similar enough to constitute a paraphrase. The fourth isolated setting is in
Latin, but is not an exact canon throughout and does not use Byrd’s opening phrase
shape. Although the text is set syllabically like the other settings, this Gloria Patri does
not adhere to the same initial intervallic formula.
All of Purcell’s other settings of the Lesser Doxology are in English, syllabically
declaimed, part of settings of the Anglican service, and similar to Byrd’s setting. The
first is a two-in-one canon in inversion at the end of the Benedictus of Purcell’s Morning
Service in B-flat major (see Example 8 and Appendix 1 – Example 19). The soprano
begins the canon, accompanied by freely-composed alto and bass lines, followed a
measure later by the tenor as the comes in canon with the soprano at the octave in
inversion. The soprano line descends a perfect fourth from the B-flat of “glo-” to the F of
“be to the.” The line then ascends a perfect fourth to B-flat on “to” of “to the Son,” and
finally reaches a perfect fifth on “the” of that same phrase. Although this overlapping
perfect fourth and perfect fifth do not begin with the starting pitch, they still reflect
Byrd’s phrase shape. After this phrase, the line rises to an E-flat on “the” of “the Holy
Ghost,” which is a perfect fourth above the first pitch. Finally, the line descends a tritone
from the E-flat to A on “-ly Ghost.” In this way, Purcell also uses an expanded form of
Byrd’s phrase shape. The tenor follows this same pattern in inversion. While Purcell
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could not use a perfect fifth in the expanded version for harmonic reasons, the general
outline of the phrase remains the same.
Example 8: Purcell, “Glory be to the Father,” Benedictus, B-flat major Morning Service, soprano, mm. 1-9

Purcell composed another canonic “Glory be to the Father” in the B-flat Morning
service at the end of the Benedicite omnia opera (see Example 9 and Appendix 1 –
Example 20). Originally an Old Testament canticle, or song of thanksgiving, sung during
Lauds in the Divine Office, the Benedicite omnia opera was assimilated into the Anglican
Morning service. The soprano and alto form a two-in-one canon at the fifth, while the
tenor and bass are freely composed. The soprano ascends in perfect fourths on the word
“glory,” again on “be to the,” and yet again on “Father.” These fourths are not built from
the last note of the previous interval, though, so that the first and last notes of the phrase
“glory be to the Father” outline a perfect fifth. The soprano’s melody finally returns to
the original F in the phrase “to the Holy Ghost,” ending the phrase on the same note with
which it began, just as Byrd’s first phrase did.
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Example 9: Purcell, “Glory be to the Father,” Benedicite omnia opera, B-flat major Morning Service,
soprano, mm. 1-11

The next canonic Lesser Doxology in Purcell’s B-flat major service is at the end
of the Magnificat in the Evening portion (see Example 10 and Appendix 1 – Example
21). A three-in-one canon, like Byrd’s, this setting presents the dux in the tenor, with the
alto and soprano in canon at the fourth and octave, respectively. The bass is a free line,
in keeping with Byrd’s conception, although less contrapuntally elaborate. The opening
phrase of this canon outlines a perfect fourth, ascending in an ornamented fashion from F
to B-flat, and then falling back to F again. Although the melody does not rise to the fifth,
the perfect fourth is quite prominent.
Example 10: Purcell, “Glory be to the Father, “ Magnificat, B-flat major Evening Service, soprano, mm. 4-9

Another canonic Lesser Doxology in the B-flat major Evening Service is heard at
the end of the Nunc Dimittis (see Example 11, 12, and Appendix 1 – Example 22). A
four-in-two canon for SATB choir and basso continuo, this canon begins with the alto
line, followed by the soprano, then the bass, and finally the tenor. The bass line is in
canon at the octave with the alto melody, while the tenor line is in canon at the octave
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with the soprano melody. The first phrases of both canons are full of rising perfect
fourths, the interval so important in Byrd’s setting. Also, the canon between the alto and
bass forms an overarching perfect fifth from the first pitch of B-flat to the F in m. 5.
Example 11: Purcell, “Glory be to the Father,” Nunc Dimittis, B-flat major Evening Service, alto, mm. 1-6

Example 12: Purcell, “Glory be to the Father,” Nunc Dimittis, B-flat major Evening Service, soprano,
mm. 1-7

Two other canons in Purcell’s B-flat Evening Service also use a shape similar to
Byrd’s for their opening phrases. The first is a three-in-one canon by inversion at the
unison and octave with a free bass line at the end of the Cantate Domino (see Example 13
and Appendix 1 – Example 23). This canon’s first phrase is extremely similar to Byrd’s.
From “glo-” to “to the” the melody ascends a perfect fourth, reaches up to the perfect
fifth for the “Fa-” of “Father, and descends back to the starting pitch for “-ther.”
Example 13: Purcell, “Glory be to the Father,” Cantate Domino, B-flat major Evening Service, soprano,
mm. 1-5

The other canonic Lesser Doxology in this service is a four-in-one canon by inversion at
the unison and octave at the end of the Deus Misereatur (see Example 14 and Appendix 1
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– Example 24). This canon’s first phrase also resembles Byrd’s setting. From “glo-” to
“to the” the melody ascends a perfect fourth, reaches up to the perfect fifth for the “Fa-”
of “Father, and descends back to the original pitch for “-ther,” just like the previous
canon. In fact, the first phrase of the former canon seems to be an ornamented version of
the latter. Purcell’s final canonic Lesser Doxology appears at the end of the Nunc
Dimittis of his Evening Service in G minor. The canon, however, only lasts for the first
few phrases and does not outline perfect fourths and fifths like the other settings.
Example 14: Purcell, “Glory be to the Father,” Deus Misereatur, B-flat major Evening Service, soprano,
mm. 2-4

Conclusion
While there are still more canons composed by Purcell and Byrd to consider, this
discussion of their canonic settings of the Lesser Doxology confirms Collins’s
supposition that there are links between the canonic compositional styles of these two
composers, and more broadly, these two eras of English history. By relying on intervals
of imitation and canonic types that are common in English canonic history and closely
copying the intervals used in the first phrase of Byrd’s Gloria Patri, Purcell invoked a
return to English traditions. In the time just after the Restoration of the monarchy in
1660, an affinity for English tradition was particularly important. The Chapel Royal
returned to the music performed when it was an influential English musical entity, and
that meant returning to Elizabethan-era compositions and compositional style.
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As John Harley notes in his Music in Purcell’s London: The Social Background,
“as far as the art of composition goes, the popular notion of the Restoration as the last
flowering of the native English musical genius before its dormancy in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries is more or less correct.”76 Purcell’s lifetime represented both an end
and a beginning. Although many factors contributed to this flowering during the
Restoration, it is ultimately a product of interest in Elizabethan-era compositions.
Elizabethan composers, in turn, were interested in music from the Continent, resulting in
the incorporation of canonic techniques traditionally associated with the Catholic Church.
However, since the composers of the Restoration turned to the English Elizabethan
composers’ interpretations of these techniques, it made them more specifically English
and appropriate for post-Restoration composers’ use.
While some composers, Purcell among them, were drawn to the complex
counterpoint of previous generations, others were abandoning that practice in favor of the
stile moderno. The flowering of opera continued to please the public through the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, much as it does today. English sacred music, on
the other hand, seemed to stand still for a long time after Purcell’s death. Purcell
succeeded in uniquely combining the music of the past and present, giving a voice to the
turbulent political era after the restoration of the English monarchy.
The Chapel Royal musicians were able to preserve much of the music of their
forerunners in spite of frequent religious upheaval and a period during the
Commonwealth when they were actually disbanded. Based on the styles represented in
his oeuvre, it is clear that Purcell had a profound respect for the music of his English
compositional predecessors and did not relegate complex counterpoint to didactic studies.
76

Harley, Music in Purcell’s London, 166.
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Although most of his works contain more complex counterpoint than those of his
contemporaries, Purcell seems also to have accounted for contemporary English taste.
He primarily incorporated the stile antico and canonic techniques in his sacred
compositions, and this reflects his understanding of the reestablished Anglican Church
and duties as a Gentleman of the Chapel Royal.
Finally, canonic techniques depend upon rules, which may even be considered
laws. During Purcell’s time, these techniques were not only associated with strict rules
and laws, but also with the Elizabethan era itself, since that was the last time such laws
flourished. In turn, the Elizabethan era was associated with religious and political
stability, because it was the longest period with the same state religion under the same
monarch within memory. Purcell chose the canon as a compositional technique for the
Gloria Patri to represent the doctrine, or law, of the Trinity, thereby attempting to portray
a stable, recently restored Anglican Church, and, by extension, English monarchy.
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Appendix 1
Example 15: Byrd, O lux beata Trinitas, mm. 55-59
The * indicated the voices involved in the canon.
(Byrd, The Byrd Edition Volume 1, 75.)
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Example 15, continued: mm. 60-67
(Byrd, The Byrd Edition Volume 1, 76.)
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Example 16: Purcell, Gloria Patri, mm. 1-7
The + indicate the voices involved in the canon.
(Henry Purcell, Anthony Lewis, and Nigel Fortune, The works of Henry Purcell Part VII, Sacred music /
Henry Purcell. Anthems and miscellaneous church music / ed. under the supe
supervision
rvision of the Purcell Society
by Anthony Lewis and Nigel Fortune
Fortune,, Works of Henry Purcell, Volume 32, (London: Novello, 1962), 159.)
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Example 17: Purcell, Gloria Patri, mm. 1-7
The * indicate the voices involved in the first can
canon,
on, while the + indicate those involved in the second.
(Purcell, The works of Henry Purcell Part VII, Volume 32, 161.)
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Example 18: Purcell, "Glory be to the Father," mm. 1-6
The + indicate the voices involved in the canon.
(Purcell, The works of Henry Purcell Part VII, Volume 32, 168.)
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Example 19:: Purcell, "Glory be to the Father," Benedictus, B-flat
flat major Morning Service
The + indicate the voices involved in the canon.
mm. 1-20 (Purcell, The works of Henry Purcell Volume 23, 22.)
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Example 20:: Purcell, "Glory be to the Father," Benedicite omnia opera, B-flat
flat major Morning Service
The + indicate the voices involved in the canon.
mm. 1-24 (Purcell,
Purcell, The works of Henry Purcell Volume 23, 36.)
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Example 21:: Purcell, "Glory be to the Father," Magnificat, B-flat
flat major Evening Service,
The + indicate the voices involved in the canon.
mm. 1-20 (Purcell,
Purcell, The works of Henry Purcell Volume 23, 59.)
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Example 22:: Purcell, "Glory be to the Father," Nunc Dimittis, B-flat
flat major Evening Service,
The + indicate the voices involved in the first canon, and the * indicate those involved in the second.
mm. 1-13 (Purcell, The works of Henry Purcell Volume 23, 62.)
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Example 23:: Purcell, "Glory be to the Father," Cantate Domino, B-flat major Evening Service,
mm. 1-9.
9. The + indicate the canonic voices. (Purcell, The works of Henry Purcell Volume 23, 71.)

Example 24:: Purcell, "Glory be to the Father," Deus Misereatur, B-flat
flat major Evening Service,
mm. 1-9.
9. The + indicate the canonic voices. (Purcell, The works of Henry Purcell Volume 23, 78.)
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